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REPORT OF THE REGIONALCOMMl:r.rEE 

ANNEX 3 

REPORT OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE ON PROGRAMME AND BUDGET 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 At its seventh session, the Regional Committee, in resolution 

WPR/RC7 ."R7, decided "that the establishment of a sub-committee on 

programme and budget, consisting of six members plus the Chairman 
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of the Regional Committee, should become a routine activity of the 

Regional Committee"; and recommended that "the membership of this 

sub-committee be rotated among the Representatives of various members, 

subject to the provision that any Representative desiring to be a 

member of the sub-committee should be entitled to participate". At 

its twenty-first session, the membership of the Sub-Committee was 

increased to ha1f1 the Members in the Region. 

The Sub-Committee on Programme and Budget met on 4 and 7 

September 1970, under the chairmanship of Dr Khamphai Abhay. The 

attendance was as follows: 

Members in accordance with the.princip1e of rotation: 

Cambodia 

Laos 

Malaysia 

Philippines 

Portugal 

Singapore 

United States 
of America 

Western Samoa 

Dr Pruoch Vann 

Dr Khamphai Abhay 
DrPheuy Pheuttha:s-ak 
Dr Tiae Jaisvasd Visouthiphongs 

Dato (Dr) Haji Abdul Majid bin Ismail 
Dr ChongChunHian 
Dr-Ab-dnl-Khalid bin Sahan 

Dr J. Azurin 
Dr G. Ba1bin 
Dr T .. 1'I:.-GomeZ' 
Dr A.N. Acosta 

Dr Diego-Hora Silva Ferreira 

Dr Koh 'thong Sam 

Dr M. Beaubien 
Dr J.K. Shafer 
Dr L •. Ji Florio 
Colonel R.T. Jensen 

Honourable Fuimaono Moasope 

l"Half the Members" means that half an odd number would be the 
next higher full number - e.g., one half of 17 is 9. 
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Other_bera of-the COIIIIIlittee alao in attendance w!re: 

Australia 

China 

-Franee 

Japan 

New Zealand 

Repu1:rlic of Korea 

United-l{;i'1lgdom 

Dr H.M. Franklands 
Dr D. De Souza 
Dr L. Rovin 
Mr K, Adair 
Dr E. Thomson 

Dr C.K. Chang 
Dr K.P. Chen 

Medecin-General J. ~ndet 
Dr A. Cheval 

Dr T. Takizawa 
Mr M. Yamasaki 
Mr K. Watanabe 
Mr S-.. -Nakazawa 
Mr N. Maekawa 

Dr C.N.D. Taylor 

Dr Myung-'Hwa Lee 
Dr Chang Dong Min 

DrG.H. Chaa. 
Dr-K.b. Thona 

Dr Nguyen Dang Que 
Dr Nguyen Tuan Phong 

- i 

The Representativea of the United Nations Develqpment Programme, 

the Intes:'nationa,l. HQspitd Federation, the InternatiQna~ COIIIIIIittee of 

Ca~holicNursea. the International Council of Nursea, tpeI~ternational 

Planned Parenthood Wederation and League of Red Cross Societies dsc 

attended. 

Dr S. Flache, PirectQr of Health Services, acted illS Secretary. 

He was asaisted by Miss B. Newton, Chief, Administration and Finance, 

and Mr J. Donald, Budget and Finance Officer. Tbe Regional Director 

also attended the meeting. 

In the course of its meeting, the Sub-Committee ex .. ined the 

proposed programme and budget estimates (docUlllent Wl'R/aC21/2) in 

accordance with the guidelines given on page. 55. In a<ldition, it 

had before it three other documents: WPR/RC21/P&B/2 which drew 

attention to the main features of the 1972 programme and budget 

estimates and ::listed the modifications in the estimates for 197], 

and 1970 as compared with those considered by the Comm~ttee last 

year; WPR/RC21/P&B/3, "Revisions Requested by Governments to the 

, . 
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List of Additional Projects Annexed to the Regional Programme and 

Budget Estimates for 1971 Contained in Document WPR/RC20/2"; and 

WPR/RC2l/P&B/4. which provided a tentative projection of the regional 

programme and budget for 1973, 

2 GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES 

The Sub-Committee noted that the format of the Programme and 

Budget Estimates for 1972 remained unchanged from the previous year. 

A country summary of the programme and budget estimates and a summary 

by major subject headings of inter-country programme and budget 

estimates had, however, been added to meet the request of the 

Regional Committee at its twentieth session, 

2.1 Preparation of the programme and budget, astimates 

In introducing the proposed programme and budget estimates for 

the Region, the Secretary said that in building up the programme 

proposals contained in document WPR/RC21/2 consideration had been 

given to the constitutional objectives of WHO and the Fourth General 

Programme of Work for a Specific Period, Throughout the history of 

WHO, the contents of the general' programme of work had not appreciably 

altered, Some objectives had, of course, been refined and there had 

been some changes in emphasis but the general trend was .the;same. 

WHO had been very consistent in its efforts to strengthen the basic 

health services, to ;fight communicable and non-communicable diseases, 

to improve environmental health and to promote education and training. 

Additional guidelines used in establishing the annual programme were 

a series of resolutions emanating from the Regional Committee. 

The current major priority areas, which fell within the goals of 

the United Nations Second Development Decade. included the promotion 

of education and training, public health administration with emphasis 

on national health planning, . communicable 'disease control, maternal 

and child health and family planning, nutritioncand the ,improvement 

of environmental health, These priorities clearly reflected govern

ment concern in these areas and the corresponding programme repre

sented the greater part of the total regional budget, 
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The Director-General, in his opening address to theC01IIIIlittee, 

had highlighted the area in which the Organization would undertake 

very special efforts: in the field of new approaches to education and 

training of health personnel; in family planning as part of mother and 

child health, which itself must be placed in a broader context of basic 

health services; and environmental health with its recent emphasis on 

the fight against pollution, which again must be placed in a broader 

context of international and mu1tisectoria1 assistance. 

A departure from traditional forms of staffing was foreseen for 

the future. This entailed the replacement of long-term advisory posts 

by short-term consultantships, This new trend partly reflected the 

changing needs of countries. It would also alleviate the difficulties 

with which the Organization is faced in recruiting long~term advisorY 

staff. 

I 

The Secretary drew the attention of the Sub~Committee to two other 

points which were bound to exert influence on international assistance 
, 

in the development of health programmes. They were the Capacity Study 

recently undertaken by the United Nations Development Programme and 

the Project Systems Analysis initiated by WHO on an exp~rimental basis. 

In connexion with the latter, field trials were to be cpnducted in 

Malaysia and the Philippines. 

As far as the Capacity Study was concerned, WHO was particularly 

interested in country programming. The general principles· underlying 

the new approach to programming at the country level r4cognized that a 

government had exclusive responsibility for formulatin~ its plan with 

the help of the United Nations in general planning and of the Specialized 

Agencies such as WHO in sectoral planning. The Study laid considerable 

stress on the need for country programming and, in fact, confirmed what; 

had always been WHO's approach. This would call for even closer 

co-ordination than in the past, not only with health authorities but 

also with planning authorities and economic ministries' in planning to 

meet a country's total health needs within the context i of social and 

economic development rather than as isolated technical' sectors. 

'. . 

, 
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3 REVIEW OF THE PROPOSED PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1972 

3.1 Spee.i.f.ic,commen ts 

The Sub-Committee noted that the total regular budget proposal 

for 1972 was $6 506 000 compared with $5 955568 for 1971. This 

represented an increase of approximately $550 000 or 9.2% over 1971, 

Of this increase approximately $450 000 were allotedto field acti

vities and $100 000 to the Regional Office, Seventy-five per cent. 

of the increase in the field activities estimates-was for projects 

of direct assistance to governments, The remaining 25% covered the 

costs of regional' advisers and WHO repr-esentatives. 

In 1971 UblFPA funds programmed in the document amounted to 

$52 000 and in 1972 to $173 ODD. This hadpermitted--theRegional 

Office to expand its assistance to family planning. Considerably 

more funds were expected and the two programmes, MeR services and 

family planning would, without any doubt, play'an'increasingly 

important role in' the regional-programme. 

Requests which could not" be accommodated~n~the regular budget 

had been placed in the List of Additional Projects, the total of 

which was more than $1.7 million. 

When the regular budget plus funds ftollL.other sources, for 

example, the United Nations Development Programme (UblDP), were 

considered, the level.of operations underallfunds'sdministered 

by WHO in the Region was estimated at $7.4 million. representing 

an increase of only $325 000 or 4.6% as compared with 1971. The 

downward trend in UblDP assistance was' noted by-:the Sup .. Committee 

with concern. 

3.2 Comments oathe'level o.fthe proposed budget 

The Representative of France stated thatthecdocwnent was 

very well presented and met entirely the wishes expressed by the 

Committee at thee last session. There was,however. a proposed 

increase of 9%'snd his Government's stand over the laat few years 

had been that such an increase should ,not be, higher' than 7%. 

The Representative of the United States of America supported 

this statement-.:I' "-His- Goverr~nt. hadjll f~r several years-,- expressed 

41 
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concern,both at regional committee meetings and at the World Health 

Assembly, at the magnitude 

It certainly wished to see 

of increases in the Organization's budget. 
I 

the Organization expand and gro~ at a reason-

able rate but it felt that the magnitude of 9% was rather high - about 

7% was a reasonable annual growth rate for the Organi:/:atidn. 

The Representative of Australia congratulated the Secretariat on 

the presentation of the budget but expressed his country's concern at 

the increases which seemed to be rather large and rising at a rate 

somewhat 04t of proportion to the usual average, 

The Representative of Japan stated that his delegation noted the 

Regional Director's efforts to keep the level of the increase of the 

1972 budget under 10%, which had been the percentage adopted by the 

Twenty-third World Health Assembly, but expressed its con~ern at the 

continuing increase during the past years. It maintained the position 

of the Japanese delegation to the Twenty-third World Health Assembly 

that the increase in the WHO budget should be limited to ,a level of 

8%. 

The Representative of the Philippines asked for information on 

the relation between the regional budget and the total cQntributions 

made by governments in the Region. He understood that t~e World 

Health Assembly had established a budget ceiling of 8% or 9% for the 

whole Organization, but the 1972 budget for the Western Pacific showed 

an increase of approximately 9.2%. He wished to know how much of this 

9.2% had been al10ted to the Regional Office and how much to field 

services. 

The Secretary indicated that the percentage of the regional 

budget estimates planned for field activities was 87% and for the 

Regional Office it was 13%. The Regional Director recalled that the 

World Health Assembly had recommended to the Director-General that 

as a general orientation in preparing his proposed programme and, 

budget for 1972 he should propose an increase in the programme such 

as would give a budget increase of an order of magnitude of about 

10%. 

The Chief, Administration and Finance, stated that' it was not 

possible to give the information requested by the Representative of 

-,. -

,. ' 
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the Philippines for 1972 as the scale of assessments would only be 

established by the World Health Assembly in May 1971. For 1971 the 

estimated costs of the programme for the Western Pacific Region as 

given in document WPR/RG2l/P&B/4 were $5 963 968. The assessments 

to finance the 1971 programme charged to Members having their seat 

of government in the Region totalled $4 413 320. The other Members 

not having their seat of government in the Region were assessed a 

total of $32 443 830 • 

The Representative of China said that his delegation fully 

supported the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1972. 

The rate of increase over 1971 was within the limit reported at the 

last meeting of the Committee. He felt that all the proposals had 

been carefully studied by the governments concerned and the Regional 

Office. He considered that no cuts need be made. 

The Representative of the Philippines considered that the 

proposed programme and budget for the Western Pacific Region was 

reasonable. In fact, he wondered whether additional field projects, 

which were badly needed, should not be proposed and discussed. 

The Representative of Malaysia said that his delegation felt 
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that the budgetary increase was well justified. WHO assistance was 

an excellent way of stimulating locally-oriented development. The 

projects were self-sustaining and would continue even after inter

national aid was withdrawn. WHO was now embarking on new activities, 

such as family planning, and these new activities would benefit both 

developing and developed countries. Irrespective of the size of 

international aid in other fields, the world would commend more inter

national aid in the field of health. 

3.3 Regional Office (pages 6-8) 

The Representative of Australia noted that the 1970 budget for 

the Regional Office itself was 9.4% over that of 1969. The 1971 

Regional Office estimates were 10.6% over those of 1970 and those 

for 1972 were 11.5% over those for 1971. There were good reasons 

for this but the increase needed to be watched so that it did not 

become excessive. 
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The Representative of the United States of America .aid it would 

seem that the Regional Office expenses had increased by fPproximately 

13% whereas field activities. including the regional advisers. had 

increased by only 8.6%. Over the past two years the increase in 

Regional Office expenses had been approximately 30%; for' field acti

vities it had only been 19%. He felt that. as the programme increased. 

the balance should be more on the side of the field aeti,vities. 

The Sub-Committee was informed that many of the increases in the 

Regional Office resulted from statutory increases. the rising cost of 

living. inflation. and an increase in the amount allocated for the duty 

travel of the Regional Office staff in order to meet requests of the 

Committee at previous sessions for more visits by the technical staff. 

The Regional Office had to meet also its technical resp~nsibilities to 

the Region and, therefore, a minimum of technical and administrative 

personnel were required. It would be possible to provide increased 

assistance to governments, should, for instance, funds hecome avail

able to finance the List of Additional Projects without a proportionate 

increase in such personnel. 

The Representative of the Philippines requested c~arification of 

the sentence on page 15/16 under "Common Services": "In addition, the 

common service estimate provides for an anticipated increase in the 

basic daily wage rate for the Philippines, which is a substantial cost 

component of the common service estimates." 

The Budget and Finance Officer said that a number of items 
I 

included in the common services costs involved contractual services, 

such as security guards. At the time of the preparation of the budget 

document an increase in the daily wage rate from' 6 to 8'pesos had been 

anticipated and there was some possibility that this wPuldbe increased 

further. 

3.4 WHO Representatives (pages 20-23) 

The Representative of Japan observed that the n~ber'of posts for 

each year - 1970, 1971 and 1972 - under this section was 21, whereas 

he would have expected the figure to be 19. at least tor the two first

mentioned years as the text on page 20 stated that tw~ general service 

posts had bean addad tv this section of the budget: the post of 
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administrative assistant in Singapore and that of a secretary in 

Taipei. He wondered whether the Regional Director was able to use his 
. ,;. '-, 

own discretion in asking the Director;'Generalto establish new posts, 
; , 

and whether such a request required endorsementby'the Regional 

Committee. 'Once a post had been approved by the Regional Committee, 

two years should surely elapse before it could be'filled since it also 

required approval in May of the following year' by" the Wodd Health 

Assembly., He would be glad,to know what proced-ure' was' being'Cfollowed 

and whether the Regional Director was authori'zed" to' establish: new posts 

without prior consultation of,the'Regional Committee. 

In reply,' the Regional' Director' explained,thatmodifications to 

the staffing pattern at'both WHO'Headquarters and'in'the'Regions were' 

the'exclusiveprerogative of the' Directol'-General. 'The' Regional 

Director had no authority' to' establish' any poats', ',irxespective of 

whether they were in the general service' or' professional category. 

The Regional Director than describadthe'procec:lure:foUowad when 

requesting' new, pos ta.' 'The procedure' wasrnot"a-pplicabie'," however. in 
,.' ." 

the case' of' professional' grade' poats'for"fialdc'projects';" since such 

posts were' established' in responB'e"to-goV8l'lU11ent":nqa •• ts'fol" assist

ance. A full' justificationhed to'he' proviued"to .. the,f):l.rectOT'i"General. 

including information' on, location." dude.," qualifications'required, 

the relation of the post to other posts in the' staffiq'pattern, and 

the reasons for making' the request, luch:aa'fiaure.nlated to 

increaaed workload or other evid'anea that' the', activity'was llew or the 

scope of duties had been broadened.' , AU: requeata:fcn:', Dew"poats were 

examined in detail'at'Headquarters"by'AdIl'inistrative:Management, 

Personnel.' Budget, 'the sUbstantive"uuit'sand::the, A .. istant"f)iractor

General concerned,'ali of'whom advis.d' the: Director",GeDeral: aa, to the 

need for'establishing:the post. 

The Director-General'madethe finaldecia:Lon:taking:into;coDaider

ation the budgetary implicatioD8"invo1ved',bot'h:;for:'tb.~cUl:re.t' and the 

ensuing years. Clearlyi t, was' impoaaib1e: for',a':'llelionai' Di~ector to 

establish even' one' new post. 

In ragard to the' 'secretary m the WHO, bp~ •• 8Dt&tb.' .. , Office in 

Taipei" owing to the unusual nUlDber"oi'natieaal':''Sd: forqll" fellows 
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and the need for translation from Chinese, the workload in the Taipei 
, 

Office had become increasingly heavy. The WHO Representative had been 

forced to deal with the situation by recruiting temporary assistance, 

This had proven to be uneconomic. Establishment of the new post had 

been approved by the Director-General. 

As to the administrative assistant, it had been decided to set 

up a Branch Office in Singapore which would be visited fo~ at least 

a week each month by the WHO Representative in Kuala Lumpur. The 

reason was to lighten the burden on the Singapore Government which, 

owing to the fact that Singapore was a'cross-roads of the world, was 

being continually and unfairly requested to look after wao staff 

posted to Singapore or in transit elsewhere. 

3.5 Field activities. including inter-country projects (pages 24-368) 

The Representative of Australia stated that he was using the 

British Solomon Is~ands Protectorate as an example of th~ question 

he would like to ask. He wondered if the costs of the r~gional 

advisers established in the Regional Office were included in the 

section being dealt with at the moment and were related to the 

various projects provided for in the budget. 

The Secretary explained that assistance to field activ;i,ties was 

classified into two categories: direct and indirect as~istance. The 

estimates being reviewed now were those related to direct assistance 

to countries; those concerning advisers belonged to the second cate

gory and were described in the preceding pages of the dQcument. 

The Representative of the United States of America drew the 

Committee's attention to the chronic and degenerative diseases 

advisory services project in French Polynesia on page 94 of the 

document and also to a similar project in China (page 8~). He asked 

how the chronic and degenerative diseases fitted into the priorities 

of the Region and into the pl:'iorities of these countl:'ie!S themselves. 

The Secretary explained that WHO had priorities for the Region 

as a whole~ Different countriesaleo had their own pl:':iJorities. It 

was very difficult to equate them without individualizing the needs. 
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Chronic and degenerative diseases programmes were not one of the major 

priorities of the regional programme. In specific countries. however. 

certain diseases represented a real and pressing problem and when these 

needs for assistance were presented to the Regional Office. they had to 

be taken into account. The situation was true for many countries in the 

Region. Dental health, for example, while not meriting much attention 

in some countries, constituted a high priority in French Polynesia. 

The Representative of the United States of America referred to 

the total estimated government contribution which appeared on the last 

page of each country's budget - for instance, for Malaysia, it was 

listed as $28 534 797 for 1970; $51 430 709 for 1971; and $16 277 601 

for 1972. He asked whether these figures were related only to the 

projects submitted for inclusion in the programme and budget or whether 

they constituted the total government health budget. He also noted 

that in some countries this information was not provided. 

The Regional Director said that this information was required 

of all countries by decision of the World Health Assembly, but some 

governments had not provided the information at the time the programme 

and budget estimates had been prepared. There was a great variation 

in the data submitted and it was not possible to make a meaningful 

comparison of estimated government contributions. The discrepancy 

was even more evident when one examined the global data which were 

included in the Director-General's Programme and Budget Estimates. 

The total estimated contribution of the government was to cover: 

local technical and administrative personnel, as well as labour; 

local running costs directly associated with the project; cost of 

building directly connected with the project, rent or construction 

cost (sometimes, the cost of an existing building is included in 

the government estimated contribution); equipment furnished :by the 

government; supplies and materials furnished by the government; office 

supplies and space~localtransportation;postal and telecommunication 

costs; lodging for international staff ,and their dependents, if this 

was provided; travel per diem for duty travel in the country (this 

was in connexion with the national -staff tas~mO provided per diem 

for its staff); medical care in the country for'international staff. 
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The Representative of Australia enq~ired whether ~he fig~res 
for goverument expendit~re on the vario~s types' of activities being 

provided to WHO by the countries concerned'weTe worthwhile. 

The Regional Director stated that info~tion of this nat~re 

was desirable b~t the method of collection'req~ired improvement to 

enable a more standat:dized presentation of the data. 1'he information 

gave an indication of the amo~nt of governmentcontribption being 

generated by'WHOassistance. If a modest'contl"ib~tion: from the 

Organization co~ld pers\1ade the government to spend more on' health. 

this was a' point worth knowing, 

The Representative of the United StatesofAllerica stated that 

the point he wished to bring o~t was whether or not,there were 

s\1bstantial goverument contrib~tions,to,theprojects as'well as WHO 

s\1pport. whetber the goverument,contrib~tion inc1:eased! as' WHO' s\1pport 

increased. Or whether Member co~ntries'were simply~sing"WHO appro

priations and f~nds as a s~bstit\1te for their own suppbrt of the 

various programmes and'might possibly remove their appropriations 

for health projects as WHO f\1nds beceme available. T.his required 

considerable analysis to obtain th~ tt:ue facts of the caee and it 

was an inevitable problem whet:ever there'was appTopriaeion from a 

central body. He was s~re that the Regional Office was &ware of 

this problem and ensured that its assistance was not b.ing used 

asastibs idy. 

The Regional Director stated that the possibility" of governments 

substituting international f~nds for the operation of their own 

respective progr8Jll!lles' was' being watched caref~lly. He had had 

occasion to recommend the termination of one,pr9ject when the govern

ment was unable to provide the necessary operational costs for its 

continuation. 

Referring to the discussion on government contrib~tions. the 

Representative of'France stated that it was sometime. 4ifficult for 

agoverument to say exactly what its' contribution was. It was not 

. easy. for example. to estimate the government" B contribution to the 

malaria control proj ec t in the New Hebr.ides.·' as tbis brought, into 

the picture the ~tire healtb services of'New'Heb-ricle.t 'Then were. 

" 
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however, other types of projects, such as one dealing with teaching 

and training, for which it was easier to provide the information. 

3,6 Inter-country programmes (pages 310-368) 
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The Representative of Japan referred to page 315 on which was 

included a project entitled malaria entomo-epidemiological advisory 

services (WPRO 0197). In the explanatory note on page 314, paragraph 

l(c), it was indicated that the project had started in 1970 and that 

the estimated duration of assistance was six years. There was no 

indication in the table on page 315 of any amount for 1970. He could 

not find this project in the programme and budget estimates (document 

WPR/RC20/2) discussed last year. 

The Secretary said that the narrative needed to be corrected, 

as the project would only start in 1971. The malaria entomo

epidemiological advisory services. project had not been in the 1971 

programme and budget estimates. At that time the proposal had been 

to appoint an inter-country adviser in vector control and this post 

had been included in the 1971 estimates under the project number 

WPRO 0177. 

This proposal had been cancelled when it had been decided to 

change the post of regional entomologist/malaria into that of 

regional adviser in vector control. As a number of governments had 

requested assistance in connexion with studies to solve technical 

difficulties connected with the behaviour of malaria vectors, the 

choice of the anti-mosquito measure or insecticide to be applied in 

this control and other related problems, it had been decided to 

replace the vector control advisory services project (WPRO 0177) 

with a malaria entomo-epidemiological advisory services project 

(WPRO 0197). 

3.7 Consideration of the List of Additional Projects annexed to 
the regional programme and budget estimates for 1972 contained 
in document WPR/RC2l/2 (pages 402-447) 

The Representative of the United States of America enquired 

about· the criteria used by the Regional Office in determining which 

projects should be included in this list. 
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The Regional Director stated that the requests received for 

assistance amounted to considerably more than the allocation made by 

the Director-General to the Regional Office. Some countries submitted 

their requests with priorities. In other cases, discussions were held 

directly with governments or through the WHO Represent~tives to 

determine the ~portance attached to individual requests. Proposals 

considered by the government concerned as having a lower priority 

were placed in the List of Additional Projects. 

The Representative of the United States of America asked what 

criteria were used in deciding which projects in the additional list 

should be implemented. 

The Regional Director stated that a programme committee, consisting 

of the Director of Health Services, the Assistant Directors of Health 

Services, the Chief, Administration and Finance, and the Budget and 

Finance Officer had been set up in the office. The Regional Director 

participated in meetings of the Committee as and when practicable and 

other staff participated as necessary. The amount of funds that became 

available as a result of delays in the recruitment of field staff, or 

in the receipt of submission of fellowship applications by governmsnts 

or as a result of requests from governments to postpone the implem~nt

ation of projects until a later date were reviewed by ithe Committee. 

The governments requests appearing in the List of Additional Projects 

were then studied. The Committee submitted recommendations to the 

Regional Director with a supporting justification on the upgrading 

of specific requests. These projects had earlier been discussed by 

the WHO representatives with the health authorities in; the country 

concerned and they knew whether the government was ready to implcm~nt 

a given project or not. 

The Secretary informed the Sub-Committee that the followins 

governments had requested the inclusion of new proposa~s in the 1972 

List of Additional Projects: 

French Polynesia: two twelve-month fellowships for the 

Louis Malarde Institute of Uedical Research 

Hong Kong: a twelve-month fellowship for a pental nurse 

tutor 

< 

, 
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Laos: two twenty-four-month fellowships, one in physio

therapy and the other in orthotics 

New Hebrides: a twelve-month fellowship in nursing 

education 

Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands: a twelve-month 

fellowship in clinical nursing administration; 

a twelve-month fellowship for a public health nursing 

specialist and six six-month fellowships for clinical 

nurse specialists 
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Further, as a result of the decision made by the Committee during 

its plenary meeting, the following item would also have to be included 

in this list: 

Regional teacher training centre for health personnel 

(WPRO 0211): a twelve-month fellowship and two 

three-month fellowships for the staff of the centre 

3.8 Revisions requested by.governments to the List of.Additional 
Projects annexed to the regional programme and budget estimates 
for 1971 contained in document WPR/RC20/2 
(Document WPR/RC2l/P&B/3) ---------

The Secretary informed the Sub-Committee that the following 

proposals should be included in the 1971 List of Additional Projects, 

as the requests from the governments had arrived after the document 

had been prepared. 

New Caledonia: a three-year fellowship in health 

education 

New Hebrides : a six-month fellowship in vital and 

health statistics 

Papua and New Guinea: nine consultant months in 

dental health 

The Representative of the United Kingdom said that the health 

authorities in Fiji wished to have the assistance of a consultant 

for two to. three months in early 1971 to advise the University of 

the South Pacific and the Government concerning the future of medical 

education in the area, as a result of the Fiji School of Medicine, 

which at the moment was under the Hedical Department, being taken 

over by the newly established University of the South Pacitic. 
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The Representative of Viet-Nam submitted an addi~ional request 

for a long-term adviser in dental health to advise on the training 

of auxiliaries. 

Further, as a result of the decisions made by th~ Committee 

during its plenary meetings, the following items would also have 

to be included in this list: 

Advisory services on national health planni~g (WPRO 

0164): nine additional months to meet requests 

from governments in connexion with the collection 

of data on their health manpower resources and 

their education and training programmes; 

Advisory assistance on water supply and sewerage and 

other environmental sanitation matters, (WPRO 0169): 

six consultant months to permit a general survey 

of environmental conditions in the Reg~on, to 

define the nature and extent of pollutional pro

blems and the order of priority in which govern

ments should classify them; 

Regional teacher training centre for health: personnel 

(WPRO 0211): four and a half consultant months 

and the sum of US$700 for supplies and equipment 

to permit the organization of a worksh~p to 

orientate the staff of the institution selected 

on the subject of teacher training. 

4 CONSIDERATION OF TENTATIVE PROJECTIONS FOR 1973 (Document 
WPR/RC2l/P&B/ 4) 

The Regional Director stated that the tentative projection of 

activities in 1973 had been included in the documentation as a result 

of resolution WHA22.53 of the World Health Assembly in connexion with 

long-term planning in the field of health and biennial programming 

and to improve the evaluation process. The forecast had been made 

as a result of discussions between the WHO Representatives, the 

regional office staff and the governments concerned. This informa

tion and the projections of other Regions would be consolidated and 

presented by the Director-General to the Executive Board in January 

and to the World Health Assembly in May 1971. 

"~-- , 
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The Representative of New Zealand realized that the figures were 

tentative but he noted a considerable decrease in the provision for 

health education. There had been a marked progress in the aevelopment 

of health education in the Region and, as indicated in the Regional 

Director's Annual Report, most of the countries had a national health 

education unit in their ministries. He hoped that Member countries 

and the Regional Office would not overlook this very important part 

of the public health programme in their forward planning. 

The Secretary pointed out that some of the major headings might 

be misconstrued. These corresponded to traditional headings which 

did not always reflect the results of the efforts being made to 

integrate programmes. Vertical programmes were increasingly being 

changed to horizontal ones which meant incorporating them within the 

context of the basic health services. Sometimes, therefore, 

programmes might be difficult to identify - at least from the point 

of view of title - in this broad context of health services. A 

further point to remember was that a programme which had successfully 

taken root in the government services no longer required external 

assistance. 

The Representative of the United States of America hoped that 

it would be possiule to have a separate item for family planning in 

the 1973 programme and budget estimates. 

The Regional Director said that WHO Headquarters had given 

instructions on how to classify fields of activity in the proposed 

programme and budget estimates, and the Regional Office had to 

comply with these major subject headings. A chapter on family 

planning was, however, included in his Annual Report. 


